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For any distribution belonging to the Kagan class a general formula expressing 
its characteristic function in a neighbourhood of the origin in terms of the marginal 
characteristic functions is obtained. Also some applications are given. (r? 1991 
Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Kagan [ 1 ] the following useful families of multivariate distributions 
were introduced: A distribution of a m-dimensional random vector X 
belongs to the class 9m,k (XE 9+), k = 1, . . . . m, m = 1, 2, . . . . if its charac- 
teristic function 4 allows the factorization 
4(t 1, ..-, t ) = n Ril. ik(lilT ...y tik), (1) 
1 6 il < -z ik G m  
(t I > . . . . 4J E R”, where R, ...ik are continuous complex valued functions 
with Ri, ..,(O, . . . . O)=l for any l<i,< ... < ik 6 m. If the representation 
(1) holds in a neighbourhood of the origin then XE 9,Jloc). Both families 
generalize the concept of the distribution of a random vector X with inde- 
pendent components. In this case XE g,,,, , c G&(loc). Obviously for any 
k = 1, . . . . m we have 9,,,k c ~,,,Joc). 
Many interesting properties of these families, including some extensions 
of Darmois-Skitovitch and Cramer theorems are given in Kagan [l]. The 
investigations are continued in Kagan [2]-see Sect. 3. 
In this note we are interested in the following observation from Kagan 
[l]: If XE~,&~OC) and all its k-dimensional marginal distributions are 
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Gaussian then X is a Gaussian random vector. We generalize this result by 
proving for any random vector XE 9,,Jloc) a formula expressing its 
characteristic function in a neighbourhood of the origin in terms of the 
characteristic functions of its marginals of the dimension not exceeding k. 
2. THE FORMULAFORCHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION WITH SOME APPLICATIONS 
For a random vector X= (X,, . . . . X,) we denote by 4 its characteristic 
function and by 4c,, ,ik the characteristic function of (Xi,, . . . . Xi,) for any 
i<i, < ... < ik <m. Our main result is given in 
THEOREM 1. A random vector XE 9,Jloc) iff in a neighbourhood of the 
origin Vc IL!” 
t4t 1, .**, LJ= fi 
r=l [ 
l-I 4il...i,ttil, .*.> ti,) 
l$il< <i,Qm 1 
%k,r 
3 (2) 
where a,,,, k, r = -~~zmlk (-l)k-‘+‘(kT;:j), r= 1, . . . . k. 
Remarks. 1. It is not difftcult to observe that a,,,&&= 1, k= 
1 , . . . . m - 1, and 
r=l , . . . . k, and k = 1, . . . . m - 2. 
2. For XE~,,,,(~OC) from (2), as should be expected, we have in V 
#(t 1, ...7 tm)= fi bitti)* 
i=l 
3. For XET&(~OC), in turn, (2) takes the form 
4(t1, f2, t3) = c4t1, t2,O) d(t130, h) da t2, f3) 
x CQ(t1,0,0) w, t2,O) w, 0, tJ1 -l. 
4. More generally for XE 9,,,,-,(loc), we have am,m-l,r = 
(-l)m-rrl, r=l,...,m-1; hence 
X [ 
I-I 4i*...im-2ttilr ..*9 fim-*) 
14il-z <i,-z=Sm 1 
-1 
x ... x [ 1 <j-J, 4i,(ti,,ll’i-* 
. . (3) 
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The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 4. As a simple consequence 
of the above result we have 
COROLLARY 1. Let us assume that the distribution of a random vector X 
is uniquely determined by rj Iv, where V is a neighbourhood of the origin. 
If XE C@,Joc) then its tiistribution is uniquely determined by all its 
k-dimensional marginal distributions. 
Theorem 1 also suggests a general method of obtaining distributions 
belonging to the class $Jloc). It s&ices to take any m-dimensional 
distribution with a characteristic function C$ and define a new function $ 
by the right-hand side of the formula (2). If only tj is a characteristic 
function, then I(/i, ...ir = di, ...i, in a neighbourhood of the origin for any 
1 <i, < ... <i,<m, r= 1, . . . . k, and $ defines a distribution belonging to 
B,,+(loc). However it may be difficult to identify $ as a characteristic 
function in particular cases. 
We have also a version of Theorem 1 for the class 9,,+. 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a random vector with a non-vanishing characteristic 
function q5. Then X E GB,,,k iff formula (2) holds for any (t,, . . . . t,) E KY’. 
The proof of Theorem 2, being very similar to that of Theorem 1, is 
omitted. An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is 
COROLLARY 2. Assume that the characteristic function of a random vec- 
tor X does not vanish. If XE 9,,+ then its distribution is uniquely determined 
by all its k-dimensional distributions. 
3. A REMARK ON (m, k)-EQUIVALENCE 
In Kagan [2] the following concept of (m, k)-equivalence was intro- 
duced: We say that m-dimensional random vectors X and Y with charac- 
teristic functions CD and Y, respectively, are (m, k)-equivalent (X2’ Y), 
0 <k < m, if in a neighbourhood of the origin, 
where R, _, ,ik is a continuous complex valued function such that 
Ri, ,(Ov *..) O)=l forany l<i,< . . . <i,<m. 
The (m, k)-equivalence is a generalization of a relation of equidistribu- 
tion. It is also closely connected with the concept of %‘,&loc) class: 
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A random vector belongs to the class 9,Jloc) iff it is (m, k)-equivalent to 
a constant vector. This and other interesting properties of the relation are 
given in Kagan [a]. 
In this section we are interested in relations between (m, k)-equivalence 
of random vectors and their marginal distributions. 
THEOREM 3. Let X and Y be m-dimensional random vectors and X”Ak Y. 
If the characteristic functions of all the k-dimensional marginals of X and Y 
are identical in a neighbourhood of the origin, respectively, then there is a 
neighbourhood of the origin V c W’, such that @ 1 v = Y Iy, where @ and Y 
are characteristic functions of X and Y. 
Proof (Sketch). It is not difficult to understand that for the function 
4 = Q/Y, defined in a neighbourhood of the origin, the formula (2) 
holds-see Section 4. Obviously 4 may be no longer a characteristic 
function. From (2) we get the result. 1 
Immediately from Theorem 3 we have 
COROLLARY 3. Assume that distributions of m-dimensional random vec- 
tors X and Y are uniquely determined by CD 1 v and !P Iy, respectively, where 
V is a neighbourhood of the origin. If X ‘Zk Y, all k-dimensional marginal 
distributions of X and Y are identical, respectively, then X and Y are identi- 
cally distributed. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
At first we prove (3) for any m > 2. From the definition of Q,,,,,,- I 
(lot)--see ( 1 )---we have 
4(t 1, .‘., t,) = n Ril...i,,-l(til, ...T ti, -,)* (4) 
1bil-c -ei,-~<m 
On the other hand, 
{il...., h}\{il,.... im-I}=0 
XI-I I-I Ril...i,,-l(tjly ...T tjs-l, tjs+l, *..T tj,) 
s=l 1sii-c ii,-l<m 
~il....,i,~\fi~. . . . . h-l)= (Al 
for any l<j,< ... <jrGm, r=l,2 ,..., m-l. By Ri ,... i,,-,(tj ,,..., tj,) we 
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denote the value of Ri, ...bm, at the point with all components, except tj, 
being j,th component, I= 1, . . . . r, equal zero. Hence 
l-I 4jl...j,ttj,3 .**9 tj,) 
16jl-z -cj,<m 
= 
I-I I-I Ril..-tm-l(tjl, ...v tj,) 
1Gil-c ci,-ICm 1 < j, < < j, < ,T,  1 
{il....,h}c {ii . . . . . i,-1) 
for r= 1 , . . . . m- 1. Equation (4) together with (5) gives (3). 
Now we apply induction with respect to m 2 2. For m = 2 and k = 1 the 
definition yields 
4(tl, td = R,(t,) &(tA 
(t,, t2)e Vc R2 and obviously Ril V=4il “, i= 1, 2. Consequently (2) 
holds. Let us assume that it is fulfilled for any XE $@,,,(loc), where 
k = 1, . . . . m-l and m=2 , . . . . n - 1. We prove that then formula (2) holds 
for X E .GB&loc), k = 1, . . . . n - 1. To this end we use the backward induction 
with respect to k. For k = n - 1 the result follows from (3). We will show 
that (2) holds also for k, assuming that it is fulfilled for k + 1. 
Let XE 9JIoc). Since 9,Jloc) c 9n,k+ I(loc), then XE 69,++ ,(loc). 
From the induction assumption we have 
4(t 1, . ..> tJ= r-I di~...ik+ltti~7 .7 tik+,) 
l<ilc i&+l<n 
k 
L 1 
%lr+,.r xl--I I-I $il...i,Ctilv ...Y ti,) . (61 
r=l 1Gig-c ... <i,sn 
Since XE~~,~(~OC), then (Xi,, . . . . xjk+,)e~k+l,k(loc) for any 1 <iI< “. 
ci k + 1 < n. Consequently from (3) we have 
= 
l-I 4jil...jkttjlv ...Y tjk) 
l<jl< -cjk<n 
(il....,kl c {il.....ik+ 1) 
X 
1 
-' rI djl...jk-lttj19 -3 tjk-,) 
l<jl< .I. <jk-lSn 1 
{j~,....jk-I] c {il....,ik+l) 
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for any lfil< .a* <ik+I<n. Hence 
I-I Qil...ik+ICfi17 0.7 tik+l) 
1Gil-c -zik+lsZn 
= i [ n 
r=l 1Gil-c ti,Gn 
#jl...i,(tj,y . ..p f&)]a”‘k”3 
where a,,& = ( - l)k--r (,:;L,). Now from (6) we obtain in a neighbour- 
hood of the origin V, 
%k,r + %,k+ I., 
4(t 1, .‘., &I) = fi r-I 4il i,Ccil 7 ***7 li,) 
r=l [ IGil< ... ii,Cn 1 
and the result follows from Remark 1. 1 
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